Normal Estimation of a Transparent Object Using a Video.
Reconstructing transparent objects is a challenging problem. While producing reasonable results for quite complex objects, existing approaches require custom calibration or somewhat expensive labor to achieve high precision. When an overall shape preserving salient and fine details is sufficient, we show in this paper a significant step toward solving the problem when the object's silhouette is available and simple user interaction is allowed, by using a video of a transparent object shot under varying illumination. Specifically, we estimate the normal map of the exterior surface of a given solid transparent object, from which the surface depth can be integrated. Our technical contribution lies in relating this normal estimation problem to one of graph-cut segmentation. Unlike conventional formulations, however, our graph is dual-layered, since we can see a transparent object's foreground as well as the background behind it. Quantitative and qualitative evaluation are performed to verify the efficacy of this practical solution.